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Walk through preliminary findings
Validate research artifacts
Set a clear mandate on directions and
scope
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24 scheduled, 11 conducted
Cover all career stages
Cover key fields
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‚I don’t know
what I don’t know.‛
Resources exist, but researchers don’t know
where to start looking, or have limited access to
information within their domain.

‚It’s a self-help system.‛
‚It’s not enough to let people
work by themselves.‛
Learning ‚the hard way‛ is frustrating, and
wasteful of Harvard’s resources.
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‚I put in ‘thermogenesis’ and
got a long list of people. I
didn’t get exactly what I
wanted.‛
Some see the value in Catalyst, but they need
more powerful tools to make it effective.

‚Nobody wants to share.‛
‚It’s the heart of your
intellectual property.‛
Protection of intellectual property limits sharing of
less sensitive grant materials.
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‚OSR sends an e-mail once a
week, and there’s the
Harvard Red Book. I think it
can be done better,
honestly.‛
Information about grant opportunities is
fragmented and untargeted.

‚If a grant sounds
appropriate, I’ll look into it,
but how do you know?‛
‚My grant was returned
without review.‛
Young researchers need guidance on how to
understand grant criteria.
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‚Finding people is organic
and accidental.‛
‚It was all basically word of
mouth.‛
Young researchers lack experience in leveraging
their professional networks.

‚The NIH rules changed, so I
had the wrong instructions.‛
Researchers without grant management support
struggle to stay current with application
guidelines.
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Senior researcher:

‚I just focus on the science.‛
Junior researcher:

‚I’m constantly writing the
next grant.‛

•
•
•
•

Interviews
Findings
Modeling
Directions

Behavioral dimensions
Personas
Alignment diagram
Competitive analysis
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GrantSwarmer Behavioral Dimensions
Career Stage

early

late
5

Willingness to share

3

1

4

6

2

low

high
2

Current use of
Catalyst

5

1

3, 4

none

high
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7

Serves as
project lead

3

infrequently

frequently
5

Asked to contribute
to outside project

4

1, 3

2, 6

infrequently

frequently
5

Familiarity with
grant regulations

1, 3

2

4

low

high
5

Interaction with
Sponsored Programs

2

1, 3, 4

low

high
1, 2

Number of
collaborators

5

4

3

few

many
5

1, 2

3
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David · The Young Investigator

Jessica · The Post-Doc

Thomas · The Senior Researcher

David has advanced from the post-doc stage to a
fellowship position at a Harvard-affiliated
hospital. While much of his work is still under the
direction of his lab’s primary investigator, he has
begun applying for his own funding, including
NIH K grants. Despite Harvard’s size and
resources, he feels isolated, but is willing to do
the legwork to find new collaborators that he
knows are out there. His lab lacks a grants
manager, so the application process gets pretty
overwhelming, especially with frequently
changing NIH rules.

When Jessica, a second year post-doctoral fellow, is
getting better at balancing her lab work, publishing

As a tenured professor, Thomas has been able to
explore both clinical and basic science aspects of
cardiovascular conditions. He is proud of the many
publications attributed to his name. Thomas spends
most of his time managing his large and growing lab
group. He typically applies for large R01 grants, but
has been increasingly interested in collaborative P01
and SCORR grants. Managing the logistics of his
research enterprise is a challenge, but he is fortunate
to have an administrative team that protects him from
the details of day-to-day administration. Over the
years, Thomas has developed a cadre of trusted
collaborators with whom he works frequently on
publications, and sometimes on grants. He surprises
himself with his ability to connect people, but he is
noticing that this "talent" is taking an increasing
amount of precious time.

responsibilities, and graduate student mentoring. She
was supported during her first year by her principal
investigator, but she’s now looking for her own funding
opportunities. Advice about grants from peers and her
PI hasn’t been so clear, and she wants to be sure
before spending several weeks on a grant application.
Increasingly, Jessica has been advising her fellow post
docs, and she wishes there was a way to more
efficiently share what she knows or seek help with
technical questions outside of the expertise of her lab.

Motivations

Motivations
§

§

§

The Science. David is passionate about his research
and enjoys the intellectual satisfaction he finds in his
work, even though there’s no way to predict when
he’ll have the breakthrough which gets him noticed
by his peers.

Age: 36

Getting a faculty promotion. To remain in his field
long term, David must achieve a tenured faculty
position. He recognizes the role that data collection,
publications, and grants play in his career progress.

Degrees: MD, PhD

Affiliation: BIDMC
Field: Biosciences
Level: Junior Researcher

Behaviors
§

Takes control of his work. David’s research is highly self-directed, and he knows he’s
responsible for his own success. David takes the “lead quarterback” role on collaborative
grant efforts.

§

Looks out for networking opportunities. David attends a monthly meeting of young
researchers to learn about new research at the hospital and network with other
investigators like him.

§

§

Willing to try new things. While social networking isn’t in David’s blood, he’s willing to
trying a new technology a few times if it offers relief from the difficulties of collaborative
research.

Making an Impact. Jessica sees her work as part of a continuum of
the scientists that have come before her. This is nothing less than a
calling for her. She wants a to make an impact on human health

Age: 28

and maybe get a patent or two along the way.

Affiliation: MGH

Motivations

Ascending the Ivory Tower. Because of her graduate work, Jessica
had several post-doctoral fellowship offers. She chose Harvard
because she felt it would maximize her chances of becoming a
faculty member in Boston or at other top research institutions. She
ultimately hopes to have her own lab and explore some of the ideas
that constantly percolate in her mind.

Field: Bioinformatics

§

Discovery. Thomas realizes that his career as research scientist is
about the journey rather than the destination. Thomas has
advanced his field in significant ways and he continues to push it in
bold directions. He increasingly sees his legacy as much broader
than his publications, patents and name professorship.

§

Guiding the Next Generation. Thomas takes great pleasure in
mentorship of bright young minds both on the wards and at the wet
bench.

§

Staying Productive. Thomas does not see his tenured position as a chance to rest on his laurels, but rather as an
opportunity to stake out bold new ground atop of which new areas of inquiry can be built.

Level: Post-Doctoral
Degrees: PhD

Behaviors
§

Burgeoning Independence. As a postdoctoral fellow, Jessica is responsible for her own experiments and mentors
graduate and undergrad students in lab techniques. This year she plans on being the primary author on two
publications. At the same time, she is dependent on the resources that her PI can provide.

§

Career Building. Though busy with work in the lab, Jessica knows it is import to build a network of contacts in her
field. She feels that knowing people who have expertise outside her specific area can mean the difference between

Field: Cardiology
Level: Tenured Professor
Degrees: MD, PhD

Behaviors

one day and one week of frustration when a problem arises liking running a new assay her PI is interested in.

§

Balancing Divergent Interests. Last year, Jessica had to abandon an experiment that was outside of her PI's
immediate interest. Cautious to avoid that experience, she tries to maximize alignment between her own curiosities
and the lab’s goals. She now asks to read all of her PI's completed grants to know what’s coming down the pipe.

Focused on the Science. At his level, Thomas feels free to focus on science from an abstract perspective. He finds
labs meetings to be synergistic, hypothesis-generating opportunities. He keeps a notebook of unexplored ideas and
looks out for new techniques that might lead to discovery.

§

§

Mind on the Money: Jessica feels that if she can secure independent funding that she can feel more free to step out
onto her own. She dreams about getting a K99 award from the NIH and making the "kangaroo jump" to
independence. She feels she has enough preliminary data to justify her direction, but the logistics of putting the
application together and getting objective feedback seems unnecessarily complex.

Delegation. To keep his mind relatively unencumbered, Thomas tries to off-load as many administrative tasks as
possible. Secretly, this is one of his most prized privileges as senior faculty. He is especially thankful for his grants
administrator who manages the various forms, budgets, and regulations around his work.

§

The Consummate Networker. Thomas believes that it is important to have as many friends as possible; you never
know where the next big opportunity will arise. He his constantly meeting people in his department, at conferences,
and through correspondence. Often, managing all of his contacts and recalling them when someone seeks advice is
a challenge.

§

How to find Dr. Right? Potential collaborators abound, but it’s hard for David to know who
will be reliable, honest, and available from generic lists of researchers.

§

No Road Map. Last year, Jessica thought it was just her that had difficulty adjusting to the Harvard system, but she
now realizes that all post-docs face similar dilemmas. She tries to help when she can, but she wishes there were
better resources for navigating the various lab cores, learning new techniques, and writing grants.

§

Lack of great examples or instructions. Research faculty are often unwilling to share old
applications and budgets that can be used as templates or examples of proper writing
style. Though he can find reference materials, they’re not filtered down enough to be
immediately useful.

§

Collaboration Confusion. When Jessica meets other post-docs at talks, their conversations often lead to interesting
ideas and potential hypotheses. Getting the time, resources and ultimately the permission from PI's to pursue these
ideas is difficult if not impossible, especially when it come to sharing credit for a new discovery.

§

§

Grant matchmaking. David wonders, “Which grants from which agencies are most
appropriate for me? Are R03s worth the time? Why choose an R21 over an R01?”

No Guarantees. Jessica thought that coming to Harvard would assure her a faculty position somewhere, but she has
met people who have done multiple post-docs and still not found a permanent position. Although she feels good
about her current prospects, this observation worries her.
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Affiliation: Harvard Medical

§

Obstacles

Obstacles

Age: 52
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Obstacles
§

Institutional Responsibilities. Thomas would like to spend most of his time tending to his lab, keeping an eye out for
the latest opportunities, and immersing himself in the literature. His position, however, comes with several
institutional responsibilities. He knows the committees and panels are important, but it takes away from what he
really wants to do.

§

The Logistics of Collaboration. While the NIH has lately been encouraging collaboration, it is logistically difficult to
arrange, considering budgets and subcontracting agreements in addition to the normal NIH documents. Sometimes
collaborations fall apart for non-scientific reasons, which, in Thomas’s opinion, is a tragedy of the highest degree.

§

Being the Spoke of the Wheel. Although Thomas takes pride in helping his colleagues, sometimes he feels
overwhelmed by the number of requests and the amount of time it takes.
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David · The Young Investigator

David · The Young Investigator

David has advanced from the post-doc stage to a
fellowship position at a Harvard-affiliated
hospital. While much of his work is still under the
direction of his lab’s primary investigator, he has
begun applying for his own funding, including
NIH K grants. Despite Harvard’s size and
resources, he feels isolated, but is willing to do
the legwork to find new collaborators that he
knows are out there. His lab lacks a grants
manager, so the application process gets pretty
overwhelming, especially with frequently
changing NIH rules.

Passionate about his research.

Motivations
§

The Science. David is passionate about his research
and enjoys the intellectual satisfaction he finds in his
work, even though there’s no way to predict when
he’ll have the breakthrough which gets him noticed
by his peers.

Age: 36

§

Getting a faculty promotion. To remain in his field
long term, David must achieve a tenured faculty
position. He recognizes the role that data collection,
publications, and grants play in his career progress.

Degrees: MD, PhD

Working toward a tenured position.

Affiliation: BIDMC
Field: Biosciences
Level: Junior Researcher

Regularly meets with other young researchers.

Behaviors
§

Takes control of his work. David’s research is highly self-directed, and he knows he’s
responsible for his own success. David takes the “lead quarterback” role on collaborative
grant efforts.

§

Looks out for networking opportunities. David attends a monthly meeting of young
researchers to learn about new research at the hospital and network with other
investigators like him.

§

Willing to try new things. While social networking isn’t in David’s blood, he’s willing to
trying a new technology a few times if it offers relief from the difficulties of collaborative
research.

Open to new technologies.
Has trouble finding reliable collaborators.

Obstacles
§

How to find Dr. Right? Potential collaborators abound, but it’s hard for David to know who
will be reliable, honest, and available from generic lists of researchers.

§

Lack of great examples or instructions. Research faculty are often unwilling to share old
applications and budgets that can be used as templates or examples of proper writing
style. Though he can find reference materials, they’re not filtered down enough to be
immediately useful.

§

Grant matchmaking. David wonders, “Which grants from which agencies are most
appropriate for me? Are R03s worth the time? Why choose an R21 over an R01?”

Needs better example materials.
Wonders which type of grant is right.
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Grant Application Alignment Diagram
Idea Development
Tasks

Frequency

Brainstorm
ideas

Varies

Issues

Support

Team Building

Collect materials

Varies

Write &
Publish

Find grant
opportunities

Varies widely

Varies

Find people to
review writing

Define research
roles

Once

Grant Writing
Identify potential
collaborators

Reach out to
collaborators

Comprehend
application
requirements

Occasionally

Occasionally

Frequently

Hard to search

Don’t know
enough people

No response

140 pages of
specs

Untargetted
mailings

Can’t find right
people

Delayed
response

Too many kinds
of grants

Need
connections

Not enough time

Post-Submission
Write science
portions

Deadlines

Budget

Write and
collect Other
Support Forms

Prepare
electronic grant
file

Submit to
Sponsored
Projects office

Correct and
resubmit

Receive
application
score

Revise and
resubmit

Request IRB
approvals

Week before
due date

Once or twice

Twice

Twice

Annually

Grants
administrator

Lack of
guidance

Chasing people
down

Chasing people
down

Chasing people
down

Deadlines

Can’t find prices

Very specific
formatting

Very specific
formatting

Slow and
complex forms

Obstacle to
DIYers

Old grants from
colleagues

Old grants from
colleagues

Old grants from
colleagues

Grants
administrator

Grants
administrator

Grants
administrator

Grants
administrator

Core Facilities

NIH templates

NIH templates

Sponsored
projects office

Sponsored
projects office

Sponsored
projects office

Sponsored
projects office

Grants
administrator

Grants
administrator

Meetings

Grants
administrator

Personal
network

E-mail

NIH materials

Conferences

Sponsored
projects office

Mentors

Phone

Sponsored
projects office

NIH website

Publications

In-person visits

Old grants from
colleagues

Budget
templates

Grants
administrator

Grants
administrator

Co-collaborators

Write and
collect
biosketches
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Tasks

Frequency

Issues

Support

Identify potential
collaborators

Reach out to
collaborators

Comprehend
application
requirements

Occasionally

Occasionally

Frequently

Don’t know
enough people

No response

140 pages of
specs

Can’t find right
people

Delayed
response

Too many kinds
of grants

Need
connections

Not enough time

Personal
network

E-mail

NIH materials

Mentors

Phone

Sponsored
projects office

Publications

In-person visits

Old grants from
colleagues

Grants
administrator

Indirect Competition

Direct Competition

Facebook

LinkedIn

Epernicus

Cayuse

Audience

Anyone 13+

Working
professionals

Health and life sci.
professionals

Grant writers

Details

Gold standard of
social networking

Profile = resume +
contacts

Centered at Harvard
& MIT

Interfaces with
grants.gov

45 institutional
clients since 1994

Searches are based

Ability to express
expertise in topic,
method, material

contacts

BenchQ: Question
broadcasting

175 million users
Ability to post to
others
Status broadcast
News feeds
Open API

Mentorship
genealogy

Auto-fill grant forms
from a centralized
web-based data
store
Grant type
conversion, e.g.
R01 to R21
Budget
management
Support for
subcontracts
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•
•
•
•

Interviews
Findings
Modeling
Directions

Strategy
Discussion

• Signal Amplification: Enhance existing
workflows, rather than replace them
• Intermediation: Leverage professional
and social network to make connections
• Motivation: Provide users clear value for
participation
• Synergy: Align GrantSwarmer with greater
Catalyst activities
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grant Opportunity Search
Document Management
Document Generation
Resource Library
Groupware Tools
Intermediated Social Networking

Driver 1:

Grant Opportunity Search
Automated scraping of grants.gov
Community postings of grant suggestions
Network feedback for decision making
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Driver 2:

Document Management
Virtual network drive or upload-and-share
Export to PDF
Progress tracking
Online office tools integration

Driver 3:

Document Generation
Biosketches & Other Support Forms
Integration with profiles and publications
Provide motivation for maintaining profiles
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Driver 4:

Resource Library
Links to most current NIH resources
Repository of old grant applications
Access to institutional assistance

Driver 5:

Groupware Tools
Grant team mailing list with online archive
Task lists with gentle nagging
RSS Updates
Community support forums
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Driver 6:

Intermediated Social Networking
‚LinkedIn for Scientists‛
Seek answers based on network context
Visualize degrees of separation

Action Item:
What is a compelling Phase 1
feature set?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant search based on content scraped from
grants.gov
Upload, manage, and share documents
Profile mashup for finding collaborators
Generate biosketches & OSFs from profiles
Curated resource library
Task lists with assignments and reminders
Team mailing lists with online archive
RSS updates of grant team activity

Action Item:
Can Catalyst profiles satisfy data
needs of NIH biosketches?
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Catalyst Profile

NIH Biosketch

Name

Name

Title

Position

Department
Contact Information
Narrative
Awards & Honors

Honors

Publications

Peer-Reviewed Publications
Professional Societies
Active Research Support
Completed Research Support
eRA Commons ID
Educational History

Employment History
Academic Appointments
Licensure & Board Certifications

CRISP: NIH Award Search
Automatically pull NIH grant data when user is PI
Pull data based on NIH grant number

NSF Award Search
Automatically pull NSF grant data when user is PI
Pull data based on NSF award number

Fall back on user data entry
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Action Item:
Can Catalyst profiles satisfy social
networking needs?

Explicit metadata
Are MeSH terms too blunt for precise matches?
Epernicus users describe topics, methods, materials.

Profile privacy
Should biosketch material be used in public search?
How much should be kept private?

Non-hierarchical networks
Should relationship labels be required?
Facebook recommends, does not require.
LinkedIn requires relationship before contact.
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Next Steps
Finish information gathering
Begin design phase
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